Support what you love, while having fun, learning, and building a unique community resource!

Collectors Forum is a membership group of the Boise Art Museum that supports the Museum’s Permanent Collection.

---

**BAM | COLLECTORS FORUM**

**CONTEMPORARY ART CIRCLE**

Open to BAM Members at the Advocate Level ($125) and above

- $400 per person / $800 per couple

**Benefits**

- 2 exclusive special invitations to fun, educational programs/events
- 1 exclusive CF member event
- Recognition in BAM Annual Report
- Access to CF-only web page
- 1 vote per person for the periodic purchase of artwork for BAM’s Permanent Collection
- Preservation and conservation ($200/person to preservation fund $200/person to CF programs/events)

---

**NORTHWEST ART CIRCLE**

Open to BAM Members at the Contributing Level ($250) and above

- $600 per person / $1200 per couple

**Benefits**

- 2 exclusive special invitations to fun, educational programs/events
- 1 exclusive CF member event
- Recognition in BAM Annual Report
- Access to CF-only web page
- 1 vote per person for the periodic purchase of artwork for BAM’s Permanent Collection
- Acquisition of Northwest art ($400/person to Northwest art acquisitions fund $200/person to CF programs/events)

---

**AMERICAN ART CIRCLE**

Open to BAM Members at the Patron Level ($500) and above

- $800 per person / $1600 per couple

**Benefits**

- 2 exclusive special invitations to fun, educational programs/events
- 1 exclusive CF member event
- Recognition in BAM Annual Report
- Access to CF-only web page
- 1 vote per person for the periodic purchase of artwork for BAM’s Permanent Collection
- Acquisition of American art ($600/person to American art acquisitions fund $200/person to CF programs/events)

---

**Support, Learn, Socialize**

Support what you love, while having fun, learning, and building a unique community resource!